Election Candidates Select Senior Ball Committees

All College Divisions, Sororities Represented

Several election candidates last night selected members to serve on senior ball committees, according to General President of the Student Council. Each division of the seven college divisions are represented.

RAF Sears Berlin in Heaviest Raid of Aerial War

The London War Office said today that RAF bombers had launched the heaviest aerial raids ever against Berlin, in retaliation for the attack on British shipping in the Baltic Sea.

American Planes Hit Caroline Islands

First Air Attack Catches Pompoe in Surprise Raid

HAVANA, Cuba—American heavy bombers enveloped Puerto Rico's commercial capital in a bombing attack today, after several days of suspense. Pompoe, the island's capital, was listed as the first major target of the raid.

RAF Sears Berlin in Heaviest Raid of Aerial War

The London War Office said today that RAF bombers had launched the heaviest aerial raids ever against Berlin, in retaliation for the attack on British shipping in the Baltic Sea.

Multi-Campus Feature

Toys for Tots

The campus wide toy drive opened today, with the goal of collecting 1,000 toys to be donated to local children's hospitals. Students were encouraged to bring in toys of all shapes and sizes, and the drive will continue until December 20.

Greek Groups List Dances, Dinners for Weekend

The Greek organizations have scheduled a variety of events for the weekend, including a dance at the Alpha Gamma Delta house on Friday night and a dinner at the Sigma Chi house on Saturday evening.

TABLE FOR 7

1. Senate Outlines Subsidy Bill for House Approval

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16—The Senate outline gave initial approval today to a subsidy bill for the support of the House of Representatives. The bill, which was introduced by Chairman H.J. Johnson, provides for an increase in the subsidy from $125,000 to $150,000, and it was approved by a 3-2 vote. The bill now goes to the House where it will be debated tomorrow, as expected.

American House of Representatives

The House of Representatives has scheduled a vote today on the subsidy bill, which was introduced by Chairman H.J. Johnson. The bill provides for an increase in the subsidy from $125,000 to $150,000, and it was approved by a 3-2 vote. The bill now goes to the House where it will be debated tomorrow, as expected.
Graduate Play a Dramatic Experiment

Last night's production of "Then It Was Summer" is another example of what can be done by college dramatic departments.

The play was written by the director of drama at a local college. It was considered a hanging between a college play and a Broadway production. The performance in Furnish theater, the first past it in a class with Dr. Hamill," Helen Hayes' current play, which was tested in a similar manner at Syracuse University.

This is the first time such a project has been undertaken at State. The results were favorable. A new field has been opened which should be developed. State has the theater, the audience, and interested students necessary for such work.

Vail and Carriage Toch are also proving grounds for places which often find their way to Broadway. Why couldn't State be one for interested Chicago publishing houses.

E. K.

Let's . . . To the Editor

T. H. Editor:

Concerning your "Man versus Knowledge" article of Feb. 11. I would like to add . . .

Maybe the writer would like to consider the fact that departments of philosophy and sociology exist without question. Of all the sciences or humanities one could consider the theater, the audience, and interested students necessary for such work. This is the first time such a project has been undertaken at State. The results were favorable. A new field has been opened which should be developed. State is located at the theater, the audience, and interested students necessary for such work.

Vail and Carriage Toch are also proving grounds for places which often find their way to Broadway. Why couldn't State be one for interested Chicago publishing houses.

E. K.

Grim and Bear It . . . By Eight

SNIPER'S N NATION

Theater

Handcuffed and on the run.

Claire will be seeing you at
The Hunt Food Shop

Plan to Have your
Sunday Evening Meal
with us

Sunday Serving Hours Are 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

We'll Be Seeing you at

The Hunt Food Shop

Beautiful Fabric Bags

Fine details, quality, materials and careful styling of these lovely bolts of fabric and tailored featured. Come in and add a distinguished note to many of your costumes for the coming season.

$3.98
Allies Continue Aerial Action in Pacific

Vichy Capital Positions Includet as New Raids Hit Top Shipping

VICHY, July 8 (UPI) - Allied troops pounded the German-held French capital, Paris, today, and the Vichy government has been warned that two more air raids are expected.

The Axis forces, which have been massing for a long time, have been using both bombs and guns to terrorize the French population.

One of the most effective Vichy weapons is the Vichy Air Force, which has been using both bombs and guns to terrorize the French population.

THE WOMAN'S WORLD

By LEONE SEASTROM

BIG SISTER COUNCIL

A big sister council meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the dormitories of the women's residence, 2 of the first floor. The theme of the meeting is the problem of weddings and the big sister will advise on the matter.

OPEN FENCING MEETING

An open fencing meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the dormitories of the women's residence. All women are invited to attend.

STUDENT FACULTY TEA

Held at 7:30 p.m. in the dormitories of the women's residence. All students are invited to attend.

ORCHESTRA

An orchestra meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the dormitories of the women's residence. All students are invited to attend.

STOP IN AND SEE

OUR MILITARY

ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS

Also ask to see our fine line of

Greeting Cards

The CAMPUS BOOK STORE

OPPOSITE THE UNION

Budd's Music House

"Everything In Music"

164 S. Wash. Ave. Tel. 4-0615

NEX telephone operators generally

work late in the after-noon

and early in the evening.

Their hours are from 4:00 p.m. to

8:00 p.m. and from 12:00 midnight
to 8:00 a.m. The operators work on
eight-hour days, with one or two
hour breaks in between.

Every resource of the Bell System

is serving the Nation, maintaining com-
munications now so vital to war so

important in the better days ahead.